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4 BASIC ITERATIVE METHODS 4.1. Introduction Smoothing methods in multigrid algorithms are usually taken from the class of basic iterative methods, to be defined below. This chapter presents an introduction to these methods.



Basic iterative methods Suppose that discretization of the partial differential equation to be solved leads to the following linear algebraic system Ay= b



(4.1.1)



A=M-N



(4.1.2)



Let the matrix A be split as



with M non-singular. Then the following iteration method for the solution of (4.1.1) is called a basic iterative method My"" = Ny"



+b



(4.1.3)



Let us also consider methods of the following type y m + l = Sy"



+ Tb



(4.1.4)



Obviously, methods of type (4.1.3) are also of type (4.1.4), with



s =M-IN,



T = M-I



Under the following condition the reverse is also true.



(4.1.5)
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Introduction



Definition 4.1.1. The iteration method defined by (4.1.1) is called consistent if the exact solution y" is a fixed point of (4.1.4).



Exercise 4.1.1 shows that consistent iteration methods of type (4.1.4) with regular T are also of type (4.1.3). Henceforth we will only consider methods of type (4.1.3), so that we have y"+' = Sym



+ M-lb,



S = M-'N,



N =M -A



(4.1.6)



The matrix S is called the iteration matrix of iteration method (4.1.6). Basic iterative methods may be damped, by modifying (4.1.6) as follows



+ M-'b y m + l= oy* + (1 - o)y" y* = Sy"



(4.1.7)



By elimination of y* one obtains



with



s*= u s + (1 -0)1



(4.1.9)



The eigenvalues of the undamped iteration matrix S and the damped iteration matrix S* are related by X(S*) = oX(S)



+ 1- w



(4.1.10)



Although the possibility that a divergent method (4.1.6) or (4.1.8) is a good smoother (a concept to be explained in Chapter 7) cannot be excluded, the most likely candidates for good smoothing methods are to be found among convergent methods. In the next section, therefore, some results on convergence of basic iterative methods are presented. For more background, see Varga (1962) and Young (1971).



Exercise 4.1.1. Show that if (4.1.4) is consistent and T is regular, then (4.1.4) is equivalent with (4.1.3) with M = T - ' , N = T - ' - A .



Exercise 4.1.2. Show that (4.1.8) corresponds to the splitting



M*=M/o,



N*=A-M*



(4.1.11)
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Basic iterative methods



4.2. Convergence of basic iterative methods Convergence



In the convergence theory for (4.1.3) the following concepts play an important role. We have My = Ny + b, so that the error em = ym- y satisfies (4.2.1)



= Se"



The residual r"' = b - Ay"' and em are related by rm= --em, so that (4.2.1) gives rm+' = ASA- ' r m



(4.2.2)



We have e m = Smeo,where the superscript on S is an exponent, so that



II emII G II S" II IIeo II



(4.2.3)



-



for any vector norm 11 11; 11 S" 11 = sup,+o(ll Smx 11/11 x 11) is the matrix norm induced by this vector norm. IlSll is called the contraction number of the iterative method (4.1.4). Definition 4.2.1. The iteration method (4.1.3) is called convergent if (4.2.4)



with S = M-'N. From (4.2.3) it follows that limm+oDem = 0 for any eo. The behaviour of + w is related to the eigenstructure of S as follows.



11 S" 11 as rn



Theorem 4.2.1. Let S be an n x n matrix with spectral radius p ( S )



11 S" 11 - crnp-'



M S ) J m-p+l



asm+w



> 0. Then (4.2.5)



where p is the largest order of all Jordan submatrices J, of the Jordan normal form of A with p(J.) = p(A), and c is a positive constant. Proof. See Varga (1962) Theorem 3.1. 0 From Theorem 4.2.1 it is clear that p ( S ) < 1 is sufficient for convergence. Since 11 S (1 2 p ( S ) it may happen that 11 S I/ > 1, even though p ( S ) c 1. Then it may happen that em increases during the first few iterations, but eventually emwill start to decrease. This is reflected in the behaviour of I( S" 11 as given



Convergence of basic iterative methods



by (4.2.5). The condition p ( S )
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< 1 is also necessary, as may be seen by taking



e0 to be the eigenvector belonging to (one of) the absolutely largest eigen-



values. Hence we have shown the following theorem.



Theorem 4.2.2. Convergence of (4.1.3) is equivalent to



Regular splittings and M- and K-matrices Definition 4.2.2. The splitting (4.1.2) is called regular if M-' 0 and N 2 0 (elementwise). The splitting is convergent when (4.1.3) converges. Definition 4.2.3. (Varga 1962, Definition 3.3). The matrix A is called an M-matrix if aij < 0 for all i, j with i # j , A is non-singular and A-' 2 0 (elementwise). Theorem 4.2.3. A regular splitting of an M-matrix is convergent. Proof. See Varga (1962) Theorem 3.13. 0



A smoothing method is to have the smoothingproperty, which will be defined in Chapter 7. Unfortunately, a regular splitting of an M-matrix does not necessarily have the smoothing property. A counterexample is the Jacobi method (to be discussed shortly) applied to Laplace's equation (see Chapter 7). In practice, however, it is easy to find good smoothing methods if A is an M-matrix. As discussed in Chapter 7, a convergent iterative method can always be turned into a method having the smoothing property by introduction of damping. We will find in Chapter 7 that often the efficacy: of smoothing methods can be enhanced significantly by damping. Damped versions of the methods to be discussed are obtained easily, using equations (4.1.8), (4.1.9) and (4.1.10). Hence, it is worthwhile to try to discretize in such a way that the resulting matrix A is an M-matrix. In order to make it easy to see if a discretization matrix is an M-matrix we present some theory. Definition 4.2.4. A matrix A is called irreducible if from (4.1.1) one cannot extract a subsystem that can be solved independently. Theorem 4.2.4. If aii > 0 for all i and if aij < 0 for all i , j with i # j , then A is an M-matrix if and only if the spectral radius p(B) < 1, where B = D-'C, D = diag(A), and C = D - A. Proof. See Young (1971) Theorem 2.7.2. '0
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Definition 4.2.5. A matrix A has weak diagonal dominance if



with strict inequality for at least one i. Theorem 4.2.5. If A has weak diagonal dominance and is irreducible, then det(A) # 0 and ai; # 0, all i.



Proof. See Young (1971) Theorem 2.5.3. 0 Theorem 4.2.6. If A has weak diagonal dominance and is irreducible, then the spectral radius p ( B ) < 1, with B defined in Theorem 4.2.3.



Proof. (See also Young (1971) p. 108). Assume p ( B ) 2 1. Then B has an eigenvalue p with 1 p I 2 1. Furthermore, det(B - pT) = 0 and det(1- p-'B) = 0. A is irreducible; thus so is Q = I - p-'B, I p - l I < 1, thus. Q has weak diagonal dominance. From Theorem 4.2.5, det(Q) # 0, so that we have a contradiction. The foregoing theorems allow us to formulate a sufficient condition for A to be an M-matrix that can be verified simply by inspection of the elements of A. The following property is useful. Definition 4.2.6. A matrix A is called a K-matrix if



aii > 0, v i,



(4.2.8)



a;j < 0, vi,j with i # j



(4.2.9)



and



C aij 2 0, vi,



(4.2.10)



i



with strict inequality for at least one i. Theorem 4.2.7. An irreducible K-matrix is an M-matrix.



Proof. According to Theorem 4.2.6, p ( B ) < 1. Then Theorem 4.2.4 gives the desired result. Theorem 4.2.7 leads to the condition on the mesh PCclet numbers given in (3.6.5). Note that inspection of the K-matrix property is easy. The following theorem is helpful in the construction of regular splittings.



Convergence of basic iterative methods
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Theorem 4.2.8. Let A be an M-matrix. If M is obtained by replacing certain , i # j by values bij satisfying ai, < bij < 0, then A = M - N elements ~ i with is a regular splitting. Proof. This theorem is an easy generalization of Theorem 3.14 in Varga (1962), suggested by Theorem 2.2 in Meijerink and van der Vorst (1977). 0



The basic iterative methods to be considered all result in regular splittings, and lead to numerically stable algorithms, if A is an M-matrix. This is one reason why it is advisable to discretize the partial differential equation to be solved in such a way that the resulting matrix is an M-matrix. Another reason is the exclusion of numerical wiggles in the computed solution.



Rate of convergence Suppose that the error is to be reduced by a factor eWd.Then lnll S" 11 Q - d,



so that the number of iterations required satisfies



with the average rate of converge R m ( S ) defined by



Rm(S)= - 1 lnll S" m



11



(4.2.12)



From Theorem 4.2.1 it follows that the asymptotic rate of convergence R m ( S ) is given by



Rm(S) = -In p ( S ) Exercise 4.2.1. The 11-norm is defined by n



c



Ilxll1= j = 1 I XilLet



Show that



(1 S" 111



- m ( p ( S ) ) " - ' , without using Theorem 4.2.1.



(4.2.13)
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4.3. Examples of basic iterative methods: Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel We present a number of (mostly) common basic iterative methods by defining the corresponding splittings (4.1.2). Point Jacobi. M = diag(A). Block Jacobi. M is obtained from A by replacing aij for all i, j with j # i , i 2 1 by zero. With the forward ordering of Figure 4.3.1 this gives horizontal line Jacobi; with the forward vertical line ordering of Figure 4.3.2 one obtains vertical line Jacobi. One horizontal line Jacobi iteration followed by one vertical line Jacobi iteration gives alternating Jacobi.



16 17 18 19 20 1 1 12 13 14 15 6 7 8 910 1 2 3 4 5 Forward



10 14 17 i9 20 6 9 13 16 18 3 5 8 12 15 I 2 4 711 Diagonal



Figure 4.3.1



4 3 2



8 12 16 20



7 1 1 I5 19 6 10 14 18 1 5 9 13 17 Forward vertical line



1 6 11 16



18 9 19 10 20 6 16 7 17 8 13 4 14 5 15 1 11 2 12 3 White-black



16 19 17 20 18 11 14 12 15 13 6 9 710 8 1 4 2 5 3 Horizontal forward white-black



17 13 9 5 1 19 I5 11 7 3 18 14 10 6 2 20 16 12 8 4 Vertical backward white-black



5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 15 14 13 12 20 19 18 17 Backward



Grid point orderings for point Gauss-Seidel.



16 I7 18 19 20 6 7 8 910 1 1 12 13 14 15 1 2 3 4 5 Horizontal zebra



4 16 8 20 12 3 15 7 19 1 1 2 14 6 18 10 5 17 9 1 13 Vertical zebra



Figure 4.3.2 Grid point orderings for block Gauss-Seidel.



Point Gauss-Seidel. M is obtained from A by replacing > i by zero.



aij



for all i, j with



Block Gauss-Seidel. M is obtained from A by replacing > i + 1 by zero.



aij



for all i , j with



j



j



Examples of basic iterative methods: Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel
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From Theorem 4.2.8 it is immediately clear that, if A is an M-matrix, then the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel methods correspond to regular splittings. Gauss-Seidel variants It turns out that the efficiency of Gauss-Seidel methods depends strongly on the ordering of equations and unknowns in many applications. Also, the possibilities of vectorized and parallel computing depend strongly on this ordering. We now, therefore, discuss some possible orderings. The equations and unknowns are associated in a natural way with points in a computational grid. It suffices, therefore, to discuss orderings of computational grid points. We restrict ourselves to a two-dimensional grid G, which is enough to illustrate the basic ideas. G is defined by G = ( ( i , J ) :i = 1 , 2 ,..., I ; j = 1 , 2



,..., J )



(4.3.1)



The points of G represent either vertices or cell centres (cf. Sections 3.4 and 3.5).



Forward or lexicographic ordering The grid points are numbered as follows k=i+(j-l)Z



(4.3.2)



Backward ordering This ordering corresponds to the enumeration



k = I . + 1 - i - ( j - l)Z



(4.3.3)



White-black ordering This ordering corresponds to a chessboard colouring of G, numbering first 'the black points and then the white points, or vice versa; cf. Figure 4.3.1. Diagonal ordering The points are numbered per diagonal, starting in a corner; see Figure 4.3.1. Different variants are obtained by starting in different corners. If the matrix A corresponds to a discrete operator with a stencil as in Figure 3.4.2(b), then point Gauss-Seidel with the diagonal ordering of Figure 4.3.1 is mathematically equivalent to forward Gauss-Seidel.
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Point Gauss-Seidel-Jacobi We propose this variant in order to facilitate vectorized and parallel computing; more on this shortly. M is obtained from A by replacing aij by zero except aii and ai,i- l . We call this point Gauss-Seidel-Jacobi because this is a compromise between the point Gauss-Seidel and Jacobi methods discussed above. Four different methods are obtained with the following four orderings: the forward and backward orderings of Figure 4.3.1, the forward vertical line ordering of Figure 4.3.2, and this last ordering reversed. Applying these methods in succession results in four-direction point Gauss-Seidel-Jacobi.



White-black line Gauss-Seidel This can be seen as a mixture of lexicographic and white-black ordering. The concept is best illustrated with a few examples. With horizontal forward white-black Gauss-Seidel the grid points are visited horizontal line by horizontal line in order of increasing j (forward), while per line the grid points are numbered in white-black order, cf. Figure 4.3.1. The lines can also be taken in order of decreasing j , resulting in horizontal backward white-black Gauss-Seidel. Doing one after the other gives horizontal symmetric white-black Gauss-Seidel. The lines can also be taken vertically; Figure 4.3.1 illustrates vertical backward white-black Gauss-Seidel. Combining horizontal and vertical symmetric white-black Gauss-Seidel gives alternating white-black Gauss-Seidel. White-black line Gauss-Seidel ordering has been proposed by Vanka and Misegades (1986).



Orderings for block Gauss-Seidel With block Gauss-Seidel, the unknowns corresponding to lines in the grid are updated simultaneously. Forward and backward horizontal line Gauss-Seidel correspond to the forward and backward ordering, respectively, in Figure 4.3.1. Figure 4.3.2 gives some more orderings for block Gauss-Seidel. Symmetric horizontal line Gauss-Seidel is forward horizontal line Gauss-Seidel followed by backward horizontal line Gauss-Seidel, or vice versa. Alternating zebra Gauss-Seidel is horizontal zebra followed by vertical zebra Gauss-Seidel, or vice versa. Other combinations come to mind easily.



A solution method for tridiagonal systems The block-iterative methods discussed above require the solution of tridiagonal systems. Algorithms may be found in many textbooks. For com-
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Examples of basic iterative methods: Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel



pleteness we present a suitable algorithm. Let the matrix A be given by dl



A=



el



(..:.I: *



....



dn-1



' Cn



'



)



en-i dn



f43.4jt



Let an LU factorization be given by



with (4.3.6)



The solution of Au = b is obtained by backsubstitution:



The computational work required for (4.3.6) and (4.3.7) is W = 8n - 6 floating point operations



(4.3.8)



The storage required for 6 and E is 2n - 1 reals. The following theorem gives conditions that are sufficient to ensure that (4.3.6) and (4.3.7) can be carried out and are stable with respect to rounding errors.



Theorem 4.3.1. If



then det(A) # 0, and



The same is true if c and e are interchanged.
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Proof. This is a slightly sharpened version of Theorem 3.5 in Isaacson and Keller (1966), and is easily proved along the same lines. 0 When the tridiagonal matrix results from application of a block iterative method to a system of which the matrix is a K-matrix, the conditions Theorem 4.3.1 are satisfied.



Vectorized and parallel computing The basic iterative methods discussed above differ in their suitability for computing with vector or parallel machines. Since the updated quantities are mutually independent, Jacobi parallizes and vectorizes completely, with vector length I*J. If the structure of the stencil [A] is as in Figure 3.4.2(c), then with zebra Gauss-Seidel the updated blocks are mutually independent, and can be handled simultaneously on a vector or a parallel machine. The same is true for point Gauss-Seidel if one chooses a suitable four-colour ordering scheme. The vector length for horizontal or vertical zebra Gauss-Seidel is J or I, respectively. The white and black groups in white-black Gauss-Seidel are mutually independent if the structure of [A] is given by Figure4.3.3. The vector length is I*J/2. With diagonal Gauss-Seidel, the points inside a diagonal are mutually independent if the structure of [A] is given by Figure 3.4.2(b), if the diagonals are chosen as in Figure 4.3.1. The same is true when [A] has the structure given in Figure 3.4.2(a), if the diagonals are rotated by 90". The average vector length is roughly 112 or 512, depending on the length of largest the diagonal in the grid. With Gauss-Seidel-Jacobi lines in the grid can be handled in parallel; for example, with the forward ordering of Figure 4.3.1 the points on vertical lines can be updated in parallel, resulting in a vector length J. In white-black line Gauss-Seidel points of the same colour can be updated simultaneously, resulting in a vector length of 112 or J/2, as the case may be.



Figure 4.3.3 Five-point stencil.



Exercise 4.3.1. Let A = L + D + U, with fij = 0 for j 2 i, D = diag(A), and uij= 0 for j < i. Show that the iteration matrix of symmetric point Gauss-Seidel is given by



s = (v + D)-'L(L + D)-W Exercise 4.3.2. Prove Theorem 4.3.1.



(4.3.1 1)
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4.4. Examples of basic iterative methods: incomplete point LU factorization Complete LU factorization When solving A y = b directly, a factorization A = LU is constructed, with L and U a lower and an upper triangular matrix. This we call compIetefactorization. When A represents a discrete operator with stencil structure, for example, as in Figure 3.4.2, then L and U turn out to be much less sparse than A, which renders this method inefficient for the class of problems under consideration. Incomplete point factorization With incompletefactorization or incomplete LU factorization (ILU) one generates a splitting A = M - N with M having sparse and easy to compute lower and upper triangular factors L and U:



M=LU



(4.4.1)



If A is symmetric one chooses a symmetric factorization: M = LL'



(4.4.2)



An alternative factorization of M is M = LD-W



(4.4.3)



With incomplete point factorization, D is chosen to be a diagonal matrix, and diag(L) = diag(U) = D, so that (4.4.3) and (4.4.1) are equivalent. L, D and U are determined as follows. A graph B of the incomplete decomposition is defined, consisting of two-tuples ( i , j) for which the elements lij, dii and U i j are allowed to be non-zero. Then L, D and U are defined by (4.4.4) We will discuss a few variants of ILU factorization. These result in a splitting A = M - N with M = LD-'U. Modifred incomplete point factorization is obtained if D as defined by (4.4.4) is changed to D + cD,with u E R a parameter, and D a diagonal matrix defined by & = C/& I n k / I. From now on the modified version will be discussed, since the unmodified version follows as a special case. This or similar modifications have been investigated in the context of multigrid methods by Hemker (1980), Oertel and Stuben'.(1989), Khalil (1989, 1989a) and Wittum (1989a, 1989~).We will discuss a few variants of modified ILU factorization.
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Five-point ILU



Let the grid be given by (4.3.1), let the grid points be ordered according to (4.3.2), and let the structure of the stencil be given by Figure 4.3.3. Then the graph of A is



For brevity the following notation is introduced



Let the graph of the incomplete factorization be given by (4.4.3, and let the non-zero elements of L, D and U be called (Yk, y k , 6 k r pk and q k ; the locations of these elements are identical to those of a k , ...,g k , respectively. Because the graph contains five elements, the resulting method is called five-point IL U. Let (Y, ...,q be the IJ* IJ matrices with elements (Yk ,..., q k , respectively, and similarly for a, ..., g. Then one can write



L D - ~ U=



+ +6 + + +di-lP +



+ y6-1p +



(4.4.7)



From (4.4.4) it follows a=a,



y=c,



p=q,



(4.4.8)



q=g



and, introducing modification as described above,



6 + a6-'g



+ &'g



=d



+ ad



(4.4.9)



The rest matrix N is given by



N = aS-'q



+ cs-'g + d



(4.4.10)



The only non-zero entries of N are



Here and in the following elements in which indices outside the range [l, UJ occur are to be deleted. From (4.4.9) the following recursion is obtained: 6k



=dk-



a&-1gk-I 1 -



Ck6.8k-1qk-1 1



+ nkk



(4.4.12)



This factorization has been studied by Dupont et al. (1968). From (4.4.12) it follows that 6 can overwrite d, so that the only additional



Examples of basic iterative methods: incomplete point LU factorization
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storage required is for N. When required, the residual b - Ay"" can be computed as follows without using A:



which follows easily from (4.1.3). Since N is usually more sparse t h e A, (4.4.13)is a cheap way to compute the residual. For all methods of type (4.1.3)one needs to store only M and N, and A can be overwritten. Seven-point ILU



The terminology seven-point ILU indicates that the graph of the incomplete factorization has seven elements. The graph B is chosen as follows:



Let the graph of A be contained in 9. For brevity we write a k = ak,k-I, bk= L&,&-I+l, ck= a&,&-1,dk= akk, q k = a k , k + l , f k = ak,k+I-l, gk= @&,&+I. The structure of the stencil associated with the matrix A is as in Figure 3.4.2(a). Let the elements of L, D and u be called Olk, &. yk, 6 k , ~ t , { k and T k . Their locations are identical to those of ak, ..., g k , respectively. As before, let a,..., and a, ...,g be the zJ*ZJ matrices with elements (Yk, ..., and a&,..., g k respectively. One obtains:



From (4.4.4)it follows that, with modification, a= a,p+&-'p=b,



y+aS-'{=c 6 +a6-l~ + @-'{ + y 6 - l ~= d + ad p + @ - l q = q , j - + y 6 - l ' l = f, v = g



(4.4.16)



+ y6-'{ + ad so that its only



on-zero elements



Th error matrix N = PS-'fi are



From (4.4.16)we obtain the following recursion:
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Terms that are not defined because an index occurs outside the range [ l , I J l are to be deleted. From (4.4.18) it follows that L, D and U can overwrite A. The only additional storage required is for N. Or,if one prefers, elements of N can be computed when needed.



Nine-point ILU The principles are the same as for five- and seven-point ILU.Now the graph b has nine elements, chosen as follows



s3= s 3 , U ( ( k , k f I + 1))



(4.4.19)



given by (4.4.14). Let the graph of A be included in b, and let us write with for brevity: Z k = t7k.k-I-1,



U k = 0k.k-I,



q k = ak,k+l,



fk=



b k = ak,k-I+l,



ak.k+l-l,



gk=



ck=



ak,k+h



ak,k-l



d k = akk



p k = ak,k+l+l



(4.4.20)



The structure of the stencil of A is as in Figure 3.4.2(c). Let the elements of L, D and u be called W k , a k , p k , " / k , 8 k , p k , r k r V k and T k . Their locations are identical to those of z k , ...,P k , respectively. Using the same notational conventions as before, one obtains



LD-'u = w + a + p + y + 6 + p + j- + 'I + 7 + (w + a + B + y ) 6 - ' ( p + r + 7 + 7 )



(4.4.21)



From (4.4.4) one obtains. with modification:



r+y6-''l= f, 'I+y6-17=g1 7 = p



(4.4.22)



The error matrix is given by N=w6-'j-+/36-'p+P6-'7+



y6-'(+ad



(4.4.23)



so that its only non-zero elements are nk,k-1+2 nk.k+2



= Wk&!I-lfk-I-l



=@k6k=11+1pk-I+l,



nk.k-2



= @k&.-lI+l7k-1+1,



nk,k+l-2



=Yk6k=llrk-l



(4.4.24)



Examples of basic iterative methods: incomplete point LU factorization
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From (4.4.22) we obtain the following recursion



Terms in which an index outside the range [l,IJI occurs are to be deleted. Again, L D and U can overwrite A.



Alternating ILU Alternating ILU consists of one ILU iteration of the type just discussed or similar, followed by a second ILU iteration based on a different ordering of the grid points. As an example, alternating seven-point ILU will be discussed. Let the grid be defined by (4.3.1), and let the grid points be numbered according to



k = IJ+ 1 - j - ( i -



l)J



(4.4.26)



This ordering is illustrated in Figure 4.4.1, and will be called here the second backward ordering, to distinguish it from the backward ordering defined by (4.3.3).The ordering (4.4.26)will turn out to be preferable in applications to be discussed in Chapter 7. Let the graph of A be included in 9 defined by (4.4.14). and write for brevity ak = a k , k + l , b k = a k , k - J + l , ck = ak.k+J. d k = a k k , q k = ak,k-J, fk = ak,k+J- 1 , gk = ak.k-1. To distinguish the resulting decomposition from the one obtained with the standard ordering, the factors are denoted by L, b and 0.Let the graph of the incomplete factorization be defined by (4.4.14), and k t the ekmtXltS O f L, b and 0 be called (Yk. &, T k , &, F k , f k and f k , with lOC&iOnSidentical to those Of q k , b k , g k , d k , a k , fk and Ck, respectively. Note that, as before, &k, D k , Y k and & are elements of L, & of D, and Zk, iik, j k and ;ik of 0.For LD-'0 one obtains (4.4.15),and from (4.4.4) it
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Figure 4.4.2
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Illustration of second backward ordering.
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follows that, with modification,



p + c$-'ji= b, v + ,8-'f = g 8 + id-'{+ &%-If + $-'ji = d + ad, ji + @ - I f = Ol = 4,



f + $-1f= The error matrix is given by elements are



--



= &%-'ji



a



(4.4.27)



f, f = c



+ $-If + ad, SO that its o d y non-zero



1



2k.k-J+2 =Pk&-J+ljik-J+l,



fik.k+J-2



= TkSiJlfk-1



(4.4.28)



ad= fikk = a(l fik.k-J+Z I + I f i k , k + J - 2 1). From (4.4.27) the following recursion is obtained & =qk,



p k = bk



- qkSiJJpk-J,



yk



= g k - pk8k='Jfk-J



8&= d k - qk$i-!JCk -J - pk$i-!J+ 1 f k -J + 1 - q k 8 i ! 1Fk - 1 + n k k (4.4.29) -f k = fk - yk&-- 1 1ck - 1 f k = ck F k = a k - pk&-! J + 1ck -J + 1 9 9



Terms that are not defined because an index occurs outside the range [ 1,IJI are to be deleted. From (4.4.29) it follows that L, b and can overwrite A. If, however, alternating ILU is used, L, D and U are already stored in the can be place of A, so that additional storage is required for L, b and stored, or is easily computed, as one prefers.



u



u.



General ILU Other ILU variants are obtained for the other choices of 8.See Meijerink and van der Vorst (1981) for some possibilities. In general it is advisable to choose 9 equal to or slightly larger than the graph of A. If B is smaller than the graph of A then nothing changes in the algorithms just presented, except that the elements of A outside 8 are subtracted from N. The following algorithm (Wesseling (1982a) computes an ILU factorization for general 9 by incomplete Gauss elimination. A is an n x n matrix. We choose diag(L) = diag(U).



Algorithm I . Incomplete Gauss elimination A for r:= 1 step 1 until n do begin a:,:= sqrt (a:;') for j > r A ( r , j )€ B do a$:= a$-'/a; for i > r A (i, r ) 6 B do := aE1/a:, for ( i , j ) € % A i > r A j > r A ( i , r ) € g A ( r , j ) € B d o AO:=



rJ.-



r-1 aij



- aZa>



od od od end of algorithm 1.
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A" contains L and U. Hackbusch (1985) gives an algorithm for the LD-'U version of ILU, for arbitrary $. See Wesseling and Sonneveld (1980) and Wesseling (1984) for applications of ILU with a fairly complicated 8 (Navier-Stokes equations in the vorticity-stream function formulation).



Final remarks Existence of ILU factorizations and numerical stability of the associated algorithms has been proved by Meijerink and Van der Vorst (1977) if A is an M-matrix; it is also shown that the associated splitting is regular, so thit ILU converges according to Theorem 4.2.3. For information on efficient implementations of ILU on vector and parallel computers, see Hemker et al. (1984), Hemker and de Zeeuw (1985), Van der Vorst (1982, 1986, 1989, 1989a), Schlichting and Van der Vorst (1989) and Bastian and Horton (1990).



Exercise 4.4.1. Derive algorithms to compute symmetric ILU factorizations A = LD-'LT - N and A = LLT- N for A symmetric. See Meijerink and Van der Vorst (1977). Exercise 4.4.2. Let A = L + D + U, with D = diag(A), lij = 0, j > i and uij = 0, j < i . Show that (4.4.3) results in symmetric point Gauss-Seidel (cf. Exercise 4.3.1). This shows that symmetric point Gauss-Seidel is a special instance of incomplete point factorization.



4.5. Examples of basic iterative methods: incomplete block LU factorization Complete line LU factorization The basic idea of incomplete block LW-factorization (IBLU) (also called incomplete line LU-factorization (ILLU) in the literature) is presented by means of the following example. Let the stencil of the difference equations to be solved be given by Figure3.4.2(~). The grid point ordering is given by (4.3.2). Then the matrix A of the system to be solved is as follows:



BI UI A=



.... .... UJ-1 .LJ



with I,,, Bj and Uj I x 1 tridiagonal matrices.



BJ
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First, we show that there is a matrix D such that



A = (L + D)D-'(D



+ U)



(4.5.2)



where



(4.5.3)



We call (4.5.2) a line LU factorization of A, because the blocks in L, D and U correspond to (in our case horizontal) lines in the computational grid. From (4.5.2) it follows that



A =L +D +U +



LD-W



(4.5.4)



One finds that LD-'U is the following block-diagonal matrix



From (4.5.4) and (4.5.5) the following recursion to compute D is obtained



Provided D;'



exists, this shows that one can find D such that (4.5.2) holds.



Nine-point IBLU



The matrices Dj are full; therefore incomplete variants of (4.5.2) have been proposed. An incomplete variant is obtained by replacing LjDF'lUj in (4.5.6) by its tridiagonal part (i.e. replacing all elements with indices i,m with m # i , i +- 1 by zero):



Dl = BI, Dj= B, - tridiag(LjDp'1Uj)



(4.5.7)
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The IBLU factorization of A is defined as



A = (L + D ) D - I ( D



+ U) - N



(4.5.8)



There are three non-zero elements per row in L, D and U; thus we call this nine-point IBL U. We will now show how D and D-' may be computed. Consieer tridiag(LjDjL'1Uj- I), or, temporarily dropping the subscripts, tridiag(LD- 'U). Let the elements of 6-' be Sij; we will see shortly how to compute them. The elements of tu of tridiag(LD-'U) can be computed as follows



ti,i+k=



j= -1



uk+j&+k+j,i+k, k = -190, 1



The elements required Sij of D-' can be obtained as follows. Let D be given by



Let



D = (E + I ) F - ~ ( I+ C )



(4.5.1 1)



be a triangular factorization of 6. The non-zero elements of E, F, G are eiSi-L, and gi,i+1. Call these elements ei, 5 and gi for brevity. They can be computed with the following recursion



fii



ei = b&



1,



fi'=al, gl =clfr = ai - e&Ilgi- 1 i = 2,3,. ., I gi=CJ, i = 2 , 3 ,...,I- 1



f?



.



(4.5.12)



In Sonneveld er al. (1985) it is shown that the elements s" of D-' can be formed from the following recursion



(4.5.1 3)
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The algorithm to compute the IBLU factorization (4.5.8) can be summarized as follows. It suffices to compute D and its triangular factorization.



Algorithm 1. Computation of IBL U factorization begin B1 for j:=2 step 1 until J do D1:=



(i) Compute the triangular factorization of (4.5.11) and (4.5.12) (ii) Compute the seven main diagonals of



Dj-1



according to



fiS'1 according to



(4.5.13)



(iii) Compute tridiag (LjDj- IUj- 1 ) according to (4.5.9) (iv) Compute D, with (4.5.7) od Compute the triangular factorization of DJaccording to (4.5.11) and (4.5.12) end of algorithm 1. This may not be the computationally most efficient implementation, but we confine ourselves here to discussing basic principles.



The IBLU iterative method With IBLU, the basic iterative method (4.1.3) becomes



r=b-Ay" (L + D)D-'(D y"+l



+ u ) y m + '= r



:= y m + l



+ym



(4.5.14) (4.5.15) (4.5.16)



Equation (4.5.15) is solved as follows Solve(L + D)ym+l= r



(4.5.17)



r:= Dym+l



(4.5.18)



Solve@ + ~ ) y " + lr=



(4.5.19)



With the block partitioning used before, and with yj and rj denoting
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I-dimensional vectors corresponding to block j , Equation (4.5.17) is solved as follows: Dly?+'= r l , DjyT+'=r,-L,-&l,



j = 2 , 3 ,..., J



(4.5.20)



Equation (4.5.19) is solved in a similar fashion.



Other IBLU variants Other IBLU variants are obtained by taking other graphs for L, D and U. When A corresponds to the five-point stencil of Figure 4.3.3, L and U are diagonal matrices, resulting in five-point IBLU variants. When A corresponds to the seven-point stencils of Figure 3.4.2(a), (b), L and U are bidiagonal, resulting in seven-point IBLU. There are also other possibilities to approximate LjDj-IUj by a sparse matrix. See Axelsson et al. (1984), Concus et al. (1985), Axelsson and Polman (1986), Polman (1987) and Sonneveld el al. (1985) for other versions of IBLU; the first three publications also give gxistence proofs for Dj if A is an M-matrix; this condition is slightly weakened in Polman (1987). Axelsson and Polman (1986) also discuss vectorization and parallelization aspects.



Exercise 4.5.1. Derive an algorithm to compute a symmetric IBLU factorization A = ( L + D ) D - I @ + L ~ ) - N for A symmetric. See Concus et a/. (1985). Exercise 4.5.2. Prove (4.5.13) by inspection.



4.6. Some methods for non-M-matrices When non-self-adjoint partial differential equations are discretized it may happen that the resulting matrix A is not an M-matrix. This depends on the type of discretization and the values of the coefficients, as discussed in Section 3.6. Examples of other applications leading to non-M-matrix discretizations are the biharmonic equation and the Stokes and Navier-Stokes equations of fluid dynamics.



Defect correction Defect correction can be used when one has a second-order accurate discretization with a matrix A that is not an M-matrix, and a first-order discretization with a matrix B which is an M-matrix, for example because B is obtained with upwind discretization, or because B contains artificial viscosity. Then one can obtain second-order results as follows.
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Algorithm 1. Defect correction begin Solve Bjj = 6 for i:= 1 step 1 until n do Solve By = 6 - Ajj + Bjj p:= y od end of algorithm 1 . It suffices in practice to take n = 1 or 2. For simple problems it can be shown that for n = 1 already y has second-order accuracy. B is an M-matrix; thus the methods discussed before can be used to solve for y.



Distributive iteration Instead of solving A y = 6 one may also solve



ABjj=b, y = B j j



(4.6.1)



This may be called post-conditioning,in analogy with preconditioning, where one solves BAY = Bb. B is chosen such that AB is an M-matrix or a small perturbation of an M-matrix, such that the splitting



AB=M-N



(4.6.2)



leads to a convergent iteration method. From (4.6.2) follows the following splitting for the original matrix A



This leads to the following iteration method



or



+



ym-'= y m BM-'(b - Ay")



(4.6.5)



The iteration method is based on (4.6.3) rather than on (4.6.2), because if M is modified so that (4.6.2) does not hold, then, obviously, (4.6.5) still converges to the right solution, if it converges. Such modifications of M occur in applications of post-conditioned iteration to the Stokes and Navier-Stokes equations.
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Iteration method (4.6.4) is called distributive iteration, because the correction M - ' ( b - Aym) is distributed over the elements of y by the matrix B. A general treatment of this approach is given by Witturn (1986, 1989b, 1990, 1990a, 1990b), who shows that a number of well known iterative methods for the Stokes and Navier-Stokes equations can be interpreted as distributive iteration methods. Examples will be given in Section 9.7. Taking B = AT and choosing (4.6.2) to be the Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi splitting results in the Kaczmarz (1937) or Cimmino (1938) methods, respectively. These methods converge for every regular A , because Gauss-Seidel and Jacobi converge for symmetric positive definite matrices (a proof of this elementary result may be found in Isaacson and Keller (1966)). Convergence is, however, usually slow.
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